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Preface

vade mecum n: 1: a portable, practical reference 2: go with me

Evade, invade, pervade—ever on the go with a prefix to steer us. This book is for those with limited time and immediate information needs. Going against the trend for ever larger information sources in print, this book follows instead the trend from desktop to palmtop.

A vade mecum is supposed to be concise and at hand: in Practical Principles of Cytopathology readers can expect handy information. The surgical pathologist needing quick cytomorphologic consult will find it here—and in a form easily carried to a colleague’s office. The resident with only a few months’ time to master the essentials can fall asleep (when exhaustion strikes) without fear of injury when this book falls!

The Art & Science of Cytopathology is encyclopedic: it comprises synoptic atlases, thousands of references, etc. Practical Principles of Cytopathology dispenses with atlases and references, offering instead what the diagnostician needs at hand, without urging more going to yet another set of pages. Nonetheless, because cytopathology is a visual art and science, we’ve built in over 1200 images, each of them at hand within a page of the information you are seeking.

Rabbi Hillel was once challenged to teach the whole Torah while his challenger stood on one foot. He replied, “That which is hurtful to you do not do to others. That is the whole of the Torah, now go study.” We’ve striven to make Practical Principles of Cytopathology a wealth of information for the hand (we can’t stop to stand on one foot), but when further study is needed, The Art & Science of Cytopathology stands ready.
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